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 Why Line Intensity Mapping ?
● EoR: previously neutral intergalactic medium 

ionized by the emergence of the first luminous 
sources

● Indications it happened around 6 < z < 10

● Understand the role of early galaxies in reionization 
More accurate census of galaxies as far back in time 
as possible

● Current/future surveys (e.g., HST, JWST, Euclid)
detect the bright galaxy populations



  

 Line Intensity Mapping (LIM)

Line intensity 
mapping
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 Line Intensity Mapping (LIM)
● [CII] line intensity mapping

● One of the brightest emission lines
● Redshifted to sub-mm/mm 

atmospheric windows (for 4.5<z<9)
● Extinction-free star formation tracer
● Valuable dusty star formation tracer 

at high-z
● CONCERTO

● In the 12m APEX telescope in Chile
● measures the 3-D fluctuations of [CII] 

line at redshifts z > 5.2



  

 Line Intensity Mapping (LIM) product:
 Power spectrum

Power spectrum: measuring how much 
the anisotropies at different scales 
(different multipoles) contribute to the 
total line emission fluctuations

One halo term: correlated anisotropies 
inside the same main halo

Two halo term: correlated anisotropies in 
different halos

Poisson (shot noise) term: non correlated 
all scales anisotropies



  

 LIM simulation: SIDES

The existing models vary a lot (factor of >10)

Need for new realistic (LIM) simulation

Béthermin, Gkogkou+, submitted

Simulated Infrared Dusty Extragalactic Sky (SIDES)
a simulation of the extragalactic sky in the FIR and mm
including clustering, based on dark-matter simulations 
and empirical prescriptions

Béthermin+17, Béthermin, Gkogkou+, submitted



  

 LIM simulation: SIDES
SIDES main idea
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 LIM simulation: SIDES
SIDES validation: number counts – luminosity functions - CIB fluctuations  

Béthermin+17 Gkogkou+, to be sub.



  

 Application to Line Intensity Mapping
Uchuu: big cosmological simulation     → 

Ishiyama+20

SIDES: Generate simulated cube        → 
each slice → different frequency

Béthermin+17
Béthermin, Gkogkou, + submitted

2D power spectrum computation for 
each cube slice
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 Line Intensity Mapping caveats
Uchuu: big simulation area

 Dependence on frequency ( )ν                 Dependence on survey size ( )Ω

  Field-to-field (ftf) variance

: mean P(k)μ

: standard deviation of P(k)σ

Gkogkou+, to be sub.



  

 LIM experiments: expected ftf variance

Gkogkou+, to be sub.



  

 SIDES: application to galaxy surveys
Uchuu: big cosmological simulation 

SIDES: Generate simulated catalog
each row → galaxy and its properties

Luminosity function construction
Redshift slice, selected line (e.g., CO(2-1))

Gkogkou+, to be sub.
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 Ftf variance: Luminosity Functions (LFs)
Variance dependence on field size:

the smaller the survey size 
the bigger the variance

Total variance = Poisson + clustering

where
Gkogkou+, to be sub.



  

 Ftf variance: ρmolecular

Gkogkou+, to be sub.



  

 Summary

● LIM is a promising technique for high-z studies
● CONCERTO one of the first LIM instruments
● Field-to-field variance significant caveat
● Bigger survey sizes will provide better results

● SIDES: realistic simulation for LIM experiments but also galaxy surveys
● Public code and catalogs (2 deg2) - https://cesamsi.lam.fr/instance/sides/home
● Very soon public catalogs of 120 deg2 simulation
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